The Material World
with Quentin Cooper

(song plays ending "You know my resistance is low")

Quentin Cooper : What makes a superconductor a super conductor is that it's resistance is low,specifically it's a material which in certain conditions offers no resistance to the flow of electricity,which means no wasteful energy loss,and so makes superconductivity a  very sought after property,just one problem - those conditions involve supercooling the material down to very low temperatures close to absolute zero - that's complex and costly so there's enormous interest in finding superconductors which work at higher temperatures,hence the recent excitement among physicists at news that a researcher in Japan had found a metallic compound that exhibited superconductivity at 38 degrees Kelvin,now that's still almost 150 degrees Celsius below the lowest temperature ever recorded on the Earth's surface,but in terms of this particular kind of superconductor,it's positively toasty.
To explain why something so cold is such a hot topic in physics,I'm joined by Dr Leslie Cohen a Royal Society Research Fellow at the Centre for High Temperature Superconductivity at Imperial College in London an by Dieter Zedge... - sorry try that again,Jedanzik,managing director of Cryosystems,I was so bothered about getting Dieter right - you'd better do your surname properly for me.

Dieter Ydanzig :  It's Dieter Ydanzig.

Quentin Cooper :  Ydanzig,I'm sorry about that. Leslie,so if I've got this right at least - in the simplest terms that what's super about superconductors is this utter lack of resistance to electric current?

Leslie Cohen : Well actually,to define a superconductor,a material has to offer two unique properties. Only one of them is that for a direct current,up to some maximum current,the material shows zero resistance,the other is that,in the presence of a magnetic field the material is a perfect diamagnet,which means that it excludes the magnetic field completely from it's it interior,and over the last N years,since they were discovered in 1911,there've been lots of different materials,there's often a Nobel prize in the discovery of a superconductor,so there've been lots of people claiming superconductivity by showing resistive losses,lots of materials change their resistance when they go through a structural transition or something. But unless the material shows these two properties simultaneously,as they go through a temperature called their critical temperature,then they don't make the mark,they're not a superconductor,and what's exciting about these new material is that they are,they do show both zero resistance up to some maximum DC current and perfect diamagnetism.

Quentin Cooper : And what would be very desirable in a superconductor is all these properties that Leslie's just described Dieter - but the handicap is - at the moment at least - in order to get those - we're talking about very low temperatures?

Dieter Ydanzig : Yes that is in deed a problem ,but there are cryo coolers that are available that can be used to cool these materials down and these coolers are actually quite compact, they're are about the size of a thermos flask and they only require very little power like a large light bulb,so they are not very demanding in...

Quentin Cooper :  So we've got the science if you like going in two different directions here - we're finding superconductors that work at high temperatures,at the same time we're finding it easier..easier,simpler,cheaper methods to supercool the relevant materials?

Dieter Ydanzig : That is exactly true,and in particular there are high temperature superconductors that make this cooling even more easy.

Quentin Cooper :   Now this term "High temperature superconductor" - we've got to really have to be clear about it,because what you call "high temperature" and what the rest of us call "high temperature"  - they're not the same thing,we're still talking dozens if not hundreds of degrees below zero?

Dieter Ydanzig :  That is true.It really depends from which end you're coming from,
and the people that worked in superconductivity,they've always been very cool ...

Quentin Cooper :    (Sniggers) Bum-bum!

Dieter Ydanzig :   ..and the normal people obviously they,you know,they walk around at room temperature,and..... (laughter)

Quentin Cooper :  But you're starting...so if you like effectively,whereas I am using 0s and zero degrees Centigrade or Celsius,your zero is absolute zero,which is -273 degrees below that,and what you're impressed by is gradually notching it up further away from there.

[The absolute scale is based on atoms having no energy to move and they finally become still - temperature being their velocity - the point being -273 degrees on the scale that people generally use and 0 Kelvin the scale used with respect to  absolute - so a "high" temperature is - for a superconductor - above 0 Kelvin - which is still below 0 centigrade - in other words very cold - not a "high" temperature with regard to human ideas of cold and hot -LB]

Dieter Ydanzig :  Yes there has been the so-called "low temperature superconductors" they have been around like Leslie said since about 1911,and there has been some progress for about 70 years,where the temperature of those has steadily increased to just above 20 Kelvin. But the high temperature superconductors which were discovered in 1986,they made rapid progress and the highest transition temperature of these materials is now around 160 Kelvin,which is a major step forward,and this is why they are called "high temperature superconductors".

Quentin Cooper :  So why then Leslie,all this fuss about this substance magnesium diboride,now I know magnesium diboride has been known about for years,but why this fuss when it was discovered that it could exhibit superconductivity at - I think it was 38 degrees Kelvin - because as Dieter says that's not one of the really high temperature superconductors?

Leslie Cohen :  Well it's been known about - in the sense that it's been sitting on a shelf made up as a compound - and known to be metallic,but not known to be superconducting obviously - only discovered January of this year - it's interesting because - first of all it's been 15 years or so since a bona fide superconductor of this quality has been discovered at all - a new material sitting around all these years - turns out to be an excellent superconductor based on those properties I mentioned earlier.

Quentin Cooper :   So it's got shock value,just in the fact that it was like "Blimey we never knew that did that?"

Leslie Cohen :   In a sense,it also means it's not a cuprate,it's not an oxide,it's not made up of anything - any of the materials resembling what Dieter just mentioned - high temperature superconductor,which is based on Copper Oxide,so it's...

Quentin Cooper :    And why do we care about that? Because obviously to me - I say well a superconductor's a superconductor - why does it matter whether it's cuprate or not,if what we want is them to work at higher temperatures,and this one's not as high as the cuprates,then just go with the cuprates?

Leslie Cohen : Okay,so what I really mean is it's been an enormous boost to the field and people working in superconductivity,it implies that probably are in all sorts of nitrides, borides,carbon,blah blah - lots of other possible materials that you know,people had thought with high TC materials discovered in the 80s,there was a lot of work in other areas,and obviously it wasn't complete,because here was a material that's just been sitting around.
The other reason why it's very exciting is because all the low TC materials that Dieter just mentioned,all more or less could be explained by a mechanism - a fundamental mechanism - discovered by ...invented/discovered,by Bardie and Cooper and Shreifer,who got a Nobel prize in 1957...

Quentin Cooper :     One of these many Nobel prizes as you say for superconductivity,yes.

Leslie Cohen :  Yes,I know about 3 or 4 actually,altogether,but anyway,they got theirs for the fundamental mechanism,and all those low TC materials with a maximum TC of about 22 or 23 Kelvin were...could be explained..their properties and their TC could be predicted using this theory and the high temperature materials which are ....you're right - the issue is blurred now because,the two are becoming,some...you know they are meeting from two sides,but the high temperature superconductors - the cuprates,have never been explained by this theory. In fact the fundamental mechanism is not yet known,it's a very exotic material.Whereas this MGB2 material..

Quentin Cooper :      That's magnesium diboride.

Leslie Cohen :  Magnesium diboride has already..it's already clear that it follows the mechanism as explained by the BCS,Bardie and Cooper and Shreifer theory,so it's got a much higher temperature,it's a very nice metal,so...and it's easy to make,it looks like some of the properties that are.. the  reasons why high TC is not yet in many of the applications that it could be,a lot of the material sciences that have to be done on high TC may not need to be done on these materials - that's another issue,and it looks like we can understand what the basic mechanism might be. So...and it's the first material around for 15-16 years,so on all those fronts it's a great boost to the field.

Quentin Cooper :     Right so Dieter if I've got this right,so although there are other possibly more problematic superconductors which do their stuff at even higher temperatures as magnesium diboride - what makes this particularly interesting,and particularly sexy as a discovery,is that it's in this group which are more reliable,they're better understood,but A it's the first for 16 years to turn up there,and B everything else in that group seems to require lower temperatures than magnesium diboride?

Dieter Ydanzig : That is correct,but the high temperature superconductors that we're using at Cryosystems, they can be used in applications today,and there are some companies in the US,that have been successful in putting these materials into applications and into real networks.....

Quentin Cooper :     Okay,well let's talk about some of the applications,so what are some of the applications,these networks you're talking about?

Dieter Ydanzig :  The networks..these are networks for mobile communication,and basically the high temperature superconductors can be used to make filters with these materials,and it makes the network more efficient which means you need fewer base stations,it also increases the capacity - you can have more subscribers,and it reduces the size of the base station which is important because the base station masts don't look particularly attractive.

Quentin Cooper :  And in fact it's one of the reasons they had problems getting planning permission and increasing network coverage. So...

Dieter Ydanzig :  Indeed yes.

Quentin Cooper :  ..let's be clear,this is not going into the mobile phone -there's not a little tiny fridge in there - but it is the transmitters?

Dieter Ydanzig :  No this is...indeed yeah,it's actually on the base station tower and the beauty about it is that by putting such a device in the tower,you can actually affect the mobile phones in the area,this maybe 50 or 100 mobile phones,will operate much better - they will have less interference,you get clearer calls,and in fact it also reduces the output power of the handset,which means it could be a potential reduction of a potential health risk in this area. So this is quite a topical issue and there is actually a government paper out at the moment that is looking into the effects of these microwave radiations.

Quentin Cooper : Wonderfully and very carefully phrased I feel there Dieter! Any other applications Leslie that you can think of,apart from mobile phones which is not everyone's favourite?

Leslie Cohen :   Oh certainly,I mean presently there are a number of  I mean..low temperature superconductors are used for MRI,that's magnetic resonance imaging in hospitals,and HTS - high temperature superconducting materials are going to be used in two areas,for MRI - one is pick up coils which will reduce the size of the instrument,make it portable and cheaper,could be in GPs offices,and all that sort of thing.

Quentin Cooper : And it's their phenomenal magnetic properties that give them this sensitivity that makes them useful in these circumstances?

Leslie Cohen :   It's the ...both the..both of the properties their two unique properties.

Quentin Cooper : And finally and briefly,any possibility ever of actually getting superconductors that actually work at room temperatures?

Leslie Cohen :    Erm,well possibly,what can I tell you? I'm not sure that if you did have a room temperature superconductor - because thermal effects would possibly kill you - you'd still possibly want to cool them - lots of possibles there.

Quentin Cooper : I suppose I'll have to do with lots of possibles,lots of Nobel prizes still to be won - Dr Leslie Cohen and Dieter Ydanzig thanks,and if you've no resistance to finding out more  about superconductors,there's lots of extra information at our webpage.First make your way to the Radio 4 website at www.bbc.co.uk/radio4,then select Material World from the list of programmes.Next week what's done cannot be undone,unless it's a knot,and even then it's tricky because if you're going to rigorously define what's a knot and what's not,or attempt to scientifically explain how one knot differs from another,then things soon get pretty tangled, especially as it turns out that such diverse areas as molecular biology and quantum physics are tied together by knot theory.

